Carbon-based materials have been attracting intense interest for electrocatalysis due to their various merits, such as abundance, low cost, high conductivity and tunable molecular structures. However, to date, the electrochemical activities of these electrocatalysts are mainly attributed to different active dopants (e.g. N, B, P or S), leading to a common concept that heteroatom doping is essential for carbon-based electrocatalysts. Recently, we presented a new concept where the specific topological defects could activate the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and developed a facile method to create such unique defects. Subsequent research has extended this new mechanism to other reactions, such as the hydrogen and oxygen evolution reactions (HER and OER) and confirmed that heteroatom doping is not essential but that these defects can serve as actives sites for electrochemical reactions. This new theory then creates a new research direction in electrocatalysis. In this short review, we summarise the origin and presentation of the defect mechanism concept, the possible topological defect structures that are effective for electrochemical reactions, the formation of desirable defects, the challenges in the synthesis and characterization of typical defects and future research directions on the electrochemical defect mechanism. Carbon-based materials have been attracting intense interest for electrocatalysis due to their various merits, such as abundance, low cost, high conductivity and tunable molecular structures. However, to date, the electrochemical activities of these electrocatalysts are mainly attributed to different active dopants (e.g. N, B, P or S), leading to a common concept that heteroatom doping is essential for carbon-based electrocatalysts. Recently, we presented a new concept where the specific topological defects could activate the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and developed a facile method to create such unique defects. Subsequent research has extended this new mechanism to other reactions, such as the hydrogen and oxygen evolution reactions (HER and OER) and confirmed that heteroatom doping is not essential but that these defects can serve as actives sites for electrochemical reactions. This new theory then creates a new research direction in electrocatalysis. In this short review, we summarise the origin and presentation of the defect mechanism concept, the possible topological defect structures that are effective for electrochemical reactions, the formation of desirable defects, the challenges in the synthesis and characterization of typical defects and future research directions on the electrochemical defect mechanism.
Introduction
Owing to the energy crisis and environmental issues, it is imperative to develop clean energy technologies in a sustainable fashion for the next decades. Various advanced technologies for renewable energy conversion and storage, such as water electrolysis,
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Yi (Alec) Jia obtained his PhD in Materials Engineering from the University of Queensland (UQ) (Australia) in 2013 under the supervision of Prof Xiangdong Yao, Prof Jin Zou and Prof Gaoqing (Max) Lu. He joined Griffith Univesity (GU) in 2013 as a GU Postdoctoral Fellow and has been an ARC DECRA Research Fellow since 2018. His current research concentrates on the design, synthesis and characterization of metal-carbon-based nanocomposites for hydrogen storage and fuel cells. electrochemical production of hydrogen peroxide, regenerative fuel cells and rechargeable metal-air batteries, have generated great expectations through both fundamental and applied studies. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] The core of these renewable energy technologies involves a series of electrochemical processes, for example, the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) and oxygen evolution reaction (OER) at the cathode and the anode of a electrochemical water-splitting cell, and the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and oxygen evolution reaction (OER) at the air electrodes of regenerative fuel cells and rechargeable metal-air batteries. 4, 6, 7 In fact, energy conversion in electrochemical processes is often hindered by their high activation energy barriers, which needs extra energy to overcome. The extent of the barrier is defined by the overpotential or Faradaic efficiency. 8, 9 Therefore, electrocatalysts are always applied to improve the performance of the electrode, in order to lower the activation energy and increase the conversion rate. In this regard, the performance of the electrocatalyst as a key aspect is paramount to the properties of an electrochemical system (e.g. energy efficiency, conversion rate, lifetime and cost). However, the current scope of catalysts utilized for these fundamental electrochemical reactions is dominated by precious metal-based materials, such as platinum (Pt)-based catalysts for ORR/HER and iridium (Ir)-and ruthenium (Ru)-based catalysts for applications in OER. 6, 7 However, their 'rare earth' status and associated high cost renders them less than ideal materials for incorporation into bulk production scale as will be required for the aforementioned clean energy conversion devices. In recent years, a wide variety of transition metal (Co,Ni,Fe,Mo)-based materials have been developed as effective nonprecious electrocatalysts; however, their inherent corrosion and oxidation susceptibility largely limits their utilization in acidic proton-exchange membrane-based electrochemical devices. 2, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] Therefore, new strategies are highly desirable to develop efficient electrocatalysts and/or to improve the electrocatalytic activity and stability of existing materials.
Carbon-based materials feature unique advantages for designated catalysis due to their tuneable molecular structures, abundance and robust tolerance to acidic/alkaline conditions. 4, 5, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] Considerable research efforts have been devoted to making carbon-based materials as a new class of electrocatalysts for fundamental electrochemical reactions (ORR, OER and HER) by heteroatom-doping engineering (e.g. N, B, P and S), and several excellent reviews relevant to this topic are available. 4, 7, [31] [32] [33] Besides application in electrocatalysis, such carbon-based catalysts (e.g. carbon nitrides and carbon-doped boron nitrides) can also be promising candidates in wider applications, such as photocatalysis, [35] [36] [37] [38] the oxidative dehydrogenation of alkane [39] [40] [41] and supercapacitors. [42] [43] [44] Recent studies demonstrated that the electrocatalytic activities of heteroatomdoped carbon materials originate from activating carbon p electrons by breaking the integrity of p conjugation. [45] [46] [47] With this understanding, it is intuitive to consider that the intrinsic/ induced defects in sp 2 carbon could also break the integrity of p conjugation to enhance the electrocatalytic activities. Most recently, our group and other peers demonstrated that the specific carbon defects play a role as the active sites for electrochemical reactions (ORR, OER and HER). To date, the research and development of defective electrocatalysts is still in the very early stages, and further mechanistic studies are urgently desirable.
This short review provides an overview of this newly developing field in defective electrocatalysis, including the origin of the defect mechanism and the defect topologies that are possible active sites for the reactions. It also presents a mechanistic understanding of the correlations between the electronic structures of defective carbon-based materials and electrocatalysis. A special emphasis is placed on the defect catalysis mechanism originating from both defect types (analogous to n or p-type behaviour for specific electrochemical reactions) and defect density, which may provide guidance to the atomic design of highly active electrocatalysts for diverse applications in energy conversion and storage. Finally, we briefly point out the current challenges and propose the opportunities facing this burgeoning field.
Account of recent work on defective carbon based materials for advanced electrocatalysis
The defect engineering in carbon-based materials is of growing importance for optimizing the electrocatalytic activities of fuel cell (ORR) and water splitting (OER and HER) relevant reactions. In this section, we showcase the progress made with defective carbon-based materials for electrocatalysis (Fig. 1) . First, we introduce the concept of defect electrocatalysis, including how this defect mechanism for ORR was discovered in an earlier work, 48 in which we clearly presented the concept of defect mechanism, exhibited the topological defects (e.g. the combination of carbon rings with pentagon-octagon-pentagon, denoted as D585) as the active sites and developed a methodology to create such defects for ORR. Almost at the same time, Xia and co-workers theoretically studied the effect of different defect types in graphene on the ORR activities using density functional theory (DFT) methods. 90 Then, we present controllable strategies in preparing diverse carbon materials with defects. [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] Importantly, the defective carbon-based materials exhibit excellent ORR activities, which overcomes the common sense of the necessity for heteroatom doping. 49 Besides the carbon defect mechanism for ORR, our group further demonstrated that defects as active sites in carbon (graphene used as an ideal model material for direct instrumental identification purpose) were also functional for other electrochemical reactions, such as OER and HER, which may originate from different types of carbon defects. 52 Moreover, those defects are still high-energy sites that can interact strongly with metallic nanoparticles/species. This feature may provide good opportunities to significantly enhance the catalytic activity and catalyst durability. 52, [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] The focus on defects on carbon for electrocatalysis is an emerging field, and the simultaneous and subsequent research from other groups is also discussed.
Investigations of N-ORR activity relationship
Nitrogen doping on carbon nanotubes array was found to be functional for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) as long ago as 2009. 27 Generally, the improved ORR activity is attributed to the doping-induced charge redistribution, which is appealing to oxygen molecule adsorption and dissociation. 4, 31, 62, 63 Since the nitrogen dopants present four dominant types, namely pyridinic nitrogen, pyrrolic nitrogen, graphitic nitrogen and oxidized nitrogen, much research effort has been devoted into exploiting the actual active site of nitrogen-doped nanocarbons for ORR. Currently, the debate on N active site is mainly focused on two mainstream perspectives. One suggests that pyridinic nitrogen is the active site for ORR. [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] In particular, an article in the prestigious journal Science investigated the active sites through a controllable synthesis of specific types of nitrogen dopants in a highly oriented pyrolitic graphite (HOPG). 71 It was reported that the pyridinic nitrogen plays the essential role for ORR due to creating Lewis basic sites and activating the adjacent carbon atoms. 71 The other perspective indicates graphitic nitrogen as the active sites for ORR, which is also supported by both theoretical and experimental studies. [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] In addition, specific types of N dopants have also been proven to be active sites for the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) and hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). For instance, Lei and co-workers demonstrated that a carbon catalyst with rich oxidized nitrogen exhibited a higher activity in water splitting than catalysts with abundant pyridinic nitrogen, pyrrolic nitrogen and graphitic nitrogen, implying that the oxidized nitrogen may be the potential active site for HER and OER. 78 Under the direction of the N-doping mechanism, massive research interests have been focused on increasing the N-doped amount in carbons in order to further elevate their ORR properties. [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] Interestingly, by summarizing the reported data on the correlations of N concentration for N-doped carbon-based eletrocatalysts and their ORR activity from literature, 79-85 a diverse and non-positive correlation is found, which is not fully consistent with the N-doping mechanism. Such a discord in the N-ORR activity relationship may be attributed to the following two aspects: (1) the deterioration of the electronic conductivity due to an excessive N-doping amount, which destroys the perfect sp 2 carbon lattice; (2) besides the N-doping effect, there may be also something else occurring leading to the overall ORR property. Thus, it is essential to gain an in-depth insight into the N-ORR activity relationship. Recently, Yao's group investigated the correlation between the catalytic activity of N-doped systems and the nitrogen content in the ORR by carbonization of a N-enriched porous organic framework material (PAF-40) with 12.14 atom% N (Fig. 2a) . 48 It was notable that the N-content decreased stepwise with the increase in the calcination temperatures (Fig. 2b) . In contrast, the Raman spectra (Fig. 2c ) illustrated the I D /I G ratio increasing from 0.81 to 1.02 with the ascending carbonization temperatures, suggesting a (Fig. 2d ), an inverse relationship between the N-content of the sample and the catalytic activity was observed, i.e. the lower the nitrogen content the higher the ORR activity in a nitrogen range of 0.56-2.11 atom% N (negative correlation of the relationship). Furthermore, to exclude the effect of temperature on the carbon structure, as this may influence the ORR activity, a controlled experiment was performed. The materials were prepared at the same temperature of 1000 1C, but a trace of O 2 was introduced to the protecting gas Ar, aiming to help the further removal of N. Thus a lower N-content of 0.21 atom% was obtained and the sample exhibited a much higher activity than the sample of 0.56 atom% N ( Fig. 2e-g ). All these results clearly imply that besides the general N-doping effect, the removal of N atoms from the sp 2 carbon lattice could create valuable defects, which could possibly contribute to the higher ORR activity. After searching for various topological defects on graphene, we found that the stable divacancy (DV) defect (e.g. G585) 86, 87 might be effective to activate the ORR. As shown in Fig. 2h , density functional theory (DFT) calculations reveal that G585 defects are active and comparable to Pt in all steps for ORR (close to the ideal catalyst as shown in Fig. 2i ). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report to prove a defect mechanism in ORR by using defective carbon. Although the proposed defects (G585) were not directly observed and residual N (0.21 atom% N) could not be completely eliminated in our optimal defective carbon at this early stage, the newly presented defect mechanism may open a new window to direct the proof-of-concept atomic design of highly active non-metal electrocatalysts.
ORR activity in defective carbons
To completely eliminate the N effect in defective carbon-based materials for electrocatalysis, our group subsequently carbonized a Zn-metal organic framework material (IRMOF-8) by removing all of the Zn to yield a derived carbon containing only C and O, without any active doping elements (e.g. N, B, P or S) as determined by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). 49 Fig . 3a presents the schematic structural changes of IRMOF-8 with carbonization to yield the non-doped porous carbon (PC) as a black soot-like material, which involved a similar method to processes reported previously. 88, 89 The Raman spectrum ( Fig. 3b) illustrates the disordered structure and the multilayer/graphitic stacked domains in the derived carbon framework. Importantly, the successful synthesis of non-doped porous carbon (PC) was firmly evidenced by XPS spectra without the presence of Zn 2p and N 1s traces ( Fig. 3c -e). To experimentally authenticate the proof-of-concept of the defect catalytic mechanism in ORR, LSV measurements were carried out. As expected, the derived pure defective carbon exhibited excellent ORR activity ( Fig. 3f) , in contrast to the requirements of the heteroatom-doping mechanism (that is, no doping, no activity). Moreover, this defective carbon material demonstrated improved molecular selectivity and stability as compared to the commercial Pt/C catalyst ( Fig. 3g and h ).
Our preceding findings demonstrate the critical role of the defects of carbon, that is, carbon materials with more defects have better activities than pristine carbon (and even compared to doped carbons). 48, 49 Researchers from other groups have also started to devote great efforts to prepare carbon-based materials with a large number of intrinsic/induced defects. Almost simultaneously, Xia and co-workers theoretically studied the effect of point-and line-defects in graphene on the catalytic activities using density functional theory (DFT) methods. 88 In particular, they found that a pentagon ring at the zigzag edge and the line-defect pentagon-pentagon-octagon chain significantly modify local charge/spin polarization at the defective sites, leading to catalysis of the ORR ( Fig. 4a and b ). 90 They further claimed that the reaction energy barriers of the fourelectron-transfer pathway on defective graphene are comparable . Reproduced with permission. 49 Copyright 2016, RSC.
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View Article Online to that of platinum. 90 Experimentally, Hu and co-workers used purely defective carbon nanocages (CNCs) with a high specific surface area (SSA) containing abundant holes and edges but without any dopants to address the influence of intrinsic carbon defects on ORR activity (Fig. 4c-e) . 53 It is noteworthy that the CNC700 with the highest defect level (I D /I G ratio in the Raman spectrum of 2.29) exhibited the best ORR activity with a high onset potential about 0.11 V vs. normal hydrogen electrode (NHE) in 0.1 M KOH (Fig. 4e) . The electron-transfer number (n) and the corresponding peroxide species (HO 2 À ) were further calculated to be B2.90 AE 0.10 and B55%, respectively, suggesting a mixed two-electron and four-electron process. Remarkably, the comparison experiments showed that the defective CNC700 was even superior to N/B-doped CNTs in ORR, which clearly indicated the significant contribution of the carbon defects in electrocatalysis. DFT calculations indicated that the pentagon and zigzag edge defects were responsible for the high ORR activity in defective CNCs, which could be attributed to the redistributed electronic structures from unpaired p electrons at carbon defects sites (Fig. 4f) . 53 Alternatively, Wang and co-workers used an Ar plasma method to etch the surface of graphene and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) to expose plenty of defects on the perfect carbon lattice (Fig. 5a) . 54 TEM images illustrated that massive holes and cracks existed in Ar plasma-treated defective graphene and CNTs, respectively ( Fig. 5b and c) , suggesting the level of defects was increased due to the additional exposed edges. The ORR performances of the Ar plasma-treated defective graphene and CNTs were both enhanced as compared to the pristine counterparts ( Fig. 5d and e) , which could be ascribed to the formed defects acting as the active sites for ORR electrolysis. These findings on defective carbons may push us to reconsider the origin of the improved ORR activity for carbon-based materials. 54 2.3 Defective graphene: defect mechanism for ORR, OER and HER As discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, a defect catalytic mechanism in ORR was proved by both experimental results and theoretical calculations. However, currently a few issues still need to be addressed for understanding the defect catalytic mechanism: (i) the topological defects, such as in PAF/MOFderived carbons, have not been directly observed due to the resulting complex 3D structures obtained after carbonization; 48, 49 (ii) according to theoretical correlations of the carbon defect types and electronic structures, carbon defects can be analogously categorized into n-type and p-type, leading to a potential enhancement in electrochemical reductions (e.g. ORR and HER) and oxidation reactions (e.g. OER), respectively. [91] [92] [93] Although defect catalysis has been explored in ORR, whether defective carbons possessing multi-types of defects are also functional for other electrochemical reactions, such as OER and HER, is still unknown.
To tackle these issues, our group developed a 2D defective graphene (DG) obtained via a facile nitrogen removal procedure from a N-doped precursor (Fig. 6a) . 50 As the synthetic process may create different types of defects, aberration-corrected highresolution transmission electron microscopy (AC-HRTEM) was used to actually visualize the defects regions of the material. Strong lattice disorder could be witnessed near the edge of the graphene sheet (Fig. 6b) , which could be attributed to the various structural defects marked in the image. Afterwards, the evaluation of the electrocatalytic activities demonstrated that the DG material was functional not only for the ORR but also for the OER and HER, and the activity of the material was significantly higher than that of the parent NG for all three basic electrochemical reactions (Fig. 6c-f) . To gain an in-depth insight into the underlying catalytic mechanisms, density function theory (DFT) calculations of the reaction energy profiles towards HER, OER and ORR were conducted. Three computational models were built based on the AC-HRTEM observed types of defects in the DG material, i.e. edge pentagon, D585 and D7557 (the combination of carbon rings with heptagon-pentagon-pentagon-heptagon) (Fig. 6g-i ). Remarkably, the energy profiles for ORR, OER and HER (Fig. 6j-l) reveal that active sites for different electrochemical reactions are induced by specific defect types due to a particular desired reactant binding energy for each electrochemical reaction. It should be noted that in all cases, the defective graphene was superior to N-doped graphene for ORR, HER and OER. It is speculated that the activity of N-doped graphene was also from the vacancy type defects as the doping process was dynamic with some N release as well to create the vacancies. Due to the much lower density of available vacancies, the activity was lower.
Recently, Zhang and co-workers demonstrated an enhancement in reaction pathway of ORR/OER through both experimental electrochemical evaluation and theoretical calculations by using a unique nitrogen-doped (7.60 atom%) and edge-rich 3D graphene model system obtained via the carbonization (950 1C under Ar) of sticky rice as the carbon precursor, melamine as the nitrogen source, with Mg(OH) 2 as the template (Fig. 7a-c) . 51 Their calculation results revealed that a nitrogen-free configuration with adjacent pentagon and heptagon carbon rings exhibited the lowest overpotential for both ORR and OER at the peak of the volcano plot ( Fig. 7d and e) , which strongly supports the aforementioned defect mechanism. 50 Alternatively, Tian and co-workers also developed a 3D porous graphene possessing high-level N-doping and rich structural defects (denoted as 3DNG-P) by a self-assembly hydrothermal approach and subsequent Ar plasma treatment. 55 They found the defective 3DNG-P could significantly improve the HER activity (achieving an overpotential of 128 mV at 10 mA cm À2 ) as compared to the sole N-doped counterpart, which was even comparable to the values from some of the state-of-the-art transition-metal-based catalysts in HER. 55 Most recently, Yu and co-workers successfully introduced N defects into g-C 3 N 4 via an alkali-assisted (e.g. KOH) strategy during the thermal polymerization of nitrogen-rich precursors (e.g. urea). 56 They found that the N defect density increased with the ascending amount of KOH addition, as evidenced by the appearance of cyano groups (-CRN) and the diminishing peak of N-H bond in the FTIR spectra (Fig. 8a) . UV-vis diffuse reflectance spectra (DRS) revealed that a progressive red-shift in the absorption edge was achieved with increasing the KOH addition amount, indicating that N defects may induce a narrowed bandgap of the as-prepared g-C 3 N x samples (Fig. 8b) . To better unveil the correlation between the N defects and the narrowed bandgaps of g-C 3 N x samples, the author calculated the band structure and partial density of states (PDOS) for both defective g-C 3 N x and pristine g-C 3 N 4 via density functional theory (DFT) (Fig. 8c-h ). 56 The results revealed that the bandgap energy of defective g-C 3 N x decreased from 2.67 to 2.17 eV after introducing defects, which was attributed to the altered C 2p and N 2p orbitals in the conductive band of defective g-C 3 N x as compared to those of the pristine g-C 3 N 4 . All these experimental and theoretical results demonstrated that the defects in carbonbased materials play a vital role in (photo)-electrocatalysis, which highlights the need to unveil their catalytic mechanism urgently.
Defects enabling activated carbon to be ''active''
The research above marked the initiation of the defect mechanism. Besides the fundamental studies, one of our motivations was to produce efficient electrocatalysts for industrial applications in fuel cells and rechargeable metal-air batteries by a scalable and facile method. Generally, carbon materials, such as activated carbon (AC), are only used as a support for the catalysts because of their low catalytic activity; for example, AC is not efficiently active for the electrochemical reactions, even when doped with nitrogen. 94 Due to the merits of AC in aspects of its low cost and facile large-scale production, if it can become active for electrocatalysis by applying the proposed defect mechanism, this would represent a remarkable breakthrough to accelerate the practical applications of fuel cells. Fig. 9a presents the schematic of the synthesis of defective activated carbon (D-AC) with unique defects for enhancing ORR performance by an easy N-doping and removal approach. 52 It can be seen that the resultant D-AC sample shows comparable ORR to the commercial Pt/C in an alkaline solution (Fig. 9b), and it is more stable than the Pt/C (Fig. 9c) . Furthermore, the rotation ring-disc electrode (RRDE) test (Fig. 9d) illustrates the low current density of the ring disc in D-AC, indicating that the D-AC catalyst dominantly produces H 2 O instead of H 2 O 2 , which can be attributed to the high electron-transfer number of 3.6 in D-AC (close to 3.9 in commercial Pt/C) for ORR. 52 Besides, D-AC also shows improved HER activity (Fig. 9e ) and good cycling stability for the HER (Fig. 9f) . As can be seen, the non-active activated carbon can become an ideal catalyst for both the ORR and HER after a simple treatment based on the proposed defect mechanism. Apparently, this synthetic approach is possible for large-scale production due to the low cost of the raw material, suggesting that D-AC has great potential for practical fuel cell and water-splitting applications.
Coupling of defective carbons with non-noble metal species
In Section 2.4, we presented a kind of defective carbon (D-AC), which could be prepared from cost-effective activated carbon. Although the ORR performance of the D-AC is among the best of the carbon-based counterparts, it needs to be further enhanced, since it is still less active than the commercial Pt/C. It is reported that the Mn-Co spinel could promote the ORR effectively, [95] [96] [97] and as a carbon support is also crucial to the ORR catalysts, so we used the prepared D-AC as a support and loaded a very low amount of MnCo 2 O 4 spinel to further increase the ORR activity of the D-AC. 57 The D-AC supported 
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MnCo 2 O 4 sample (denoted as D-AC@2Mn-4Co) showed excellent ORR activity (comparable to commercial Pt/C catalyst), but the total metal content was lower than that of the Pt/C (13.4 vs. 20 wt%), making it more appealing to practical fuel cell applications. Meanwhile, the D-AC@2Mn-4Co showed much higher durability than the Pt/C as well as resistance to the methanol crossover effect, implying its promising utilization for direct methanol fuel cells. We found that both the unique defects in the D-AC and the loaded MnCo 2 O 4 spinel were essential to the outstanding ORR performance of the D-AC@2Mn-4Co, and that the newly formed C-O-Mn/Co chemical bonds may play an important role in decreasing the reaction barrier and increasing the electrontransfer efficiency during the ORR process. Very recently, we demonstrated a heterostructured NiFe LDH-NS@DG10 hybrid by coupling an exfoliated Ni-Fe layered double hydroxide (LDH) nanosheet (NS) and defective graphene (DG) as a bifunctional electrocatalyst for both OER and HER ( Fig. 10a and b) . 58 Impressively, this catalyst exhibited high electrocatalytic overall water splitting (20 mA cm À2 at 1.5 V) superior to those of NiFe LDHNS@graphene (NG and G) counterparts ( Fig. 10c and inset) . It is remarkable that NiFe LDH-NS@DG ranked the best as compared to other non-noble metal bifunctional catalysts for overall alkaline water splitting (Fig. 10d) , which could be easily driven by a 1.5 V solar panel (Fig. 10e) . The simulation results further revealed that the formed heterostrucutre could efficiently enhance the charge separation and redistribution (electron-rich zones on carbon defect sites and electron-deficient zones on Ni-Fe LDH-NS) ( Fig. 10f and g ), thus facilitating the HER and OER conducted on defective graphene and NiFe LDH-NS, respectively (Fig. 10h) . 58 Subsequently, Zhang and co-workers also demonstrated the direct utilization of defects in carbon-based materials to create atomic Co-N x -C coordination structures, which could serve as bifunctional active sites for both ORR and OER. 59 Meanwhile, Zhang et al. directly identified the coordination structure of atomic Ni trapped in graphene defects by using probe-corrected TEM, and further revealed that different integrated coordination structures (atomic Ni at various carbon defects) may be the specific active sites for OER and HER, respectively. 60 For commercialization purpose, Liu et al. developed a controllable and scalable synthetic strategy of such defective carbons from cheap and earth-abundant biowaste resources (e.g. seaweed), and the derived carbon-based catalyst exhibited efficient performance in both ORR and OER. 61 3. Mechanistic understanding on electronic structures of defective carbon-based materials and electrocatalysis
Origin of carbon defect catalysis
In 2009, a new class of catalyst based on heteroatom-doped carbon materials was discovered, with an aim to replace the platinum-based catalysts in fuel cells. Specifically, it was reported that nitrogen-doped (N-doped) carbon nanotubes could act as efficient and robust catalysts in ORR. 27 Since then, massive efforts have been focused on the tailoring of carbon-based electrochemical catalysts by heteroatom-doping/co-doping engineering (e.g. N, B, P and S). 4, 5, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] 62, 63, 98 Recently, these heteroatom-doped/ co-doped carbon-based catalysts have also been demonstrated to be efficient for OER and HER. 5, 8, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] 98 Despite great progress being made on this topic, the origin of the electrocatalytic activity of heteroatom-doped carbon is still far from clarified, which is actually the current hot research focus in this field. 55, [99] [100] [101] [102] [103] [104] For instance, in N-doped carbon-based catalysts, it is still controversial whether the pyridinic or graphitic nitrogen is mainly responsible for the ORR. On the other hand, a large number of intrinsic structural and edge defects exist in the doped sp 2 carbon materials for the accommodation of dopants, implying that the local electronic structures may be significantly tuned by the synergistic effect of both dopants and defects, which leads to the generation of active sites for specific electrochemical reactions. 105 Therefore, the electrocatalytic activities of doped carbon materials should originate at least partially from the intrinsic defects. However, the research and knowledge of defect-induced electrocatalysis is still at the very early stage to date, and requires urgent development. Defects in carbon materials, especially vacant defects (e.g. pentagon, heptagon and octagon carbon rings), have been found to be capable of modifying the local atomic structure and tailoring its electronic environment. [91] [92] [93] For instance, it is theoretically predicted that a pentagon carbon ring will induce acceptor-like electronic states near the valence band, whereas a heptagon carbon ring will induce donor-like electronic states near the conduction band. 93 Intuitively, introducing topological defects into carbon-based materials could break the delocalization orbitals of sp 2 carbon to create charged sites that may be favourable for the ORR, OER and HER.
Correlations of carbon defect types and electronic structures
Generally, in perfect graphene, the Fermi level (E F ) coincides well with the Dirac point, and thus both the p and p* bands near E F are doubly degenerate. Interestingly, a recent theoretical study suggested that the electronic structures of graphene can be tuned by different local defects. 93 Specifically, three typical defects in graphene with associated electronic structures were investigated, as shown in Fig. 11 . D59 (adjacent hexagonal carbon rings lacking one carbon atom) and D585 are known as monovacancy (MV) defects (Fig. 11a) and divacancy (DV) defects (Fig. 11e) , respectively, while D5775 (the combination of carbon rings with pentagon-heptagon-heptagon-pentagon) is a Stone-Wales (SW) defect associated with the reconstruction of a graphenic lattice but without the removal of carbon atoms (Fig. 11i) . In Fig. 11b , the band structure of graphene with MV presents that E F is below the Dirac point, indicating that MV acts as a hole dopant. Furthermore, the partial density of states (PDOS) results of MV (Fig. 11c) showed that C1, C3, C5 and C7 had high defect p state densities derived from P z orbitals around E F , where the active sites for electrocatalytic oxidation reactions should be. This result is well consistent with the simulated scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) image for MV (Fig. 11d) , which shows a slightly brighter domain around the MV under negative bias voltages than that under positive bias voltages, indicating p-type doping behaviour for the MV defect. In contrast, the band structures and PDOS for graphene with DV ( Fig. 11f and g ) and SW defects ( Fig. 11j and k) presented that the defect p states were both located above E F , suggesting n-type doping behaviour in the DV and SW defects, which appeals to electrocatalytic reduction reactions. As the defect level is unoccupied in DV and SW, the STM images with positive bias voltages have a much brighter contrast than those with negative bias voltages ( Fig. 11h and l) , which is distinctly different from the case of MV, where the defect p level is mostly below E F .
Quantifying carbon defects for electrocatalysis
Quantifying defects in carbon-based systems, including in a large family of sp 2 carbon structures, is paramount to gain insights into their underlying mechanism for electrochemical applications. [106] [107] [108] Recently, extensive efforts have been made to study the relationship between the defects and disorder using Raman spectroscopy for nanographites, 109, 110 amorphous carbons, 111, 112 carbon nanotubes 113 and graphene. [114] [115] [116] A quantitative formula was proposed to correlate the mean distance between two adjacent defects (L D , nm) in graphene with the intensity ratio of the D band over G band (I D /I G ) in the Raman spectra:
where r s and r A are the radii of the ''structurally disordered'' area and the ''activated'' area surrounding the defect, respectively. 114 The factor C A is defined by the electron-phonon matrix elements. 117 It was demonstrated that the relationship between C A and the incident laser energy (E L ) could be defined by C A = (160 AE 48)E L
À4
. For a low defect density regime (L D 4 10 nm), where L D 4 2r A , eqn (1) can be approximated to:
By taking r A = 3.1 nm, r S = 1 nm, and if the excitation laser wavelength l L is in the visible light range, eqn (2) can be rewritten as:
The defect density (n D ) can be calculated by n D (cm À2 ) = 10 14 /(pL D 2 ); therefore, eqn (3) becomes:
Therefore, we were able to deduce the defect densities of our developed defective carbons from I D /I G by using eqn (4) , and the results are summarized in Table 1 . By comparing the calculated defect densities and observed electrochemical activities in ORR/OER/HER, it was indicated that we had succeeded in controlling different the defect densities in our developed ), suggesting the optimal electrochemical activity may need to be synergistically tuned by the defect density and other factors, such as the conductivity and nanostructure.
To further investigate the influence of the carbon defect density on the electrochemical activity, a series of Ar + -radiated graphene samples (eliminating the doping effect) with precise control of the defect densities were characterized by Raman spectroscopy and scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM), as shown in Fig. 12 .
118 Fig. 12a presents Raman mapping of the D band of the defective graphene (from pattern B to H) and pristine graphene (pattern A), which shows that the intensity of the D band increases from pattern B to E, followed by the intensity decreasing from pattern F to H. This result is simultaneously evidenced by the corresponding Raman spectra in Fig. 12b . Subsequently, to evaluate the electrochemical activities of the above defective graphene samples, SECM was applied to determine heterogeneous electron-transfer (HET) rates. As shown in Fig. 12c , it was observed that with increasing the defect density, the tip current firstly increases (from pattern B to H) then decreases (pattern G to H) to even below that of the pristine graphene (pattern A). The two-stage SECM patterns were in agreement with the Raman D-band mapping results, which indicates the electrochemical activity of single-layer graphene relies on its defect density. To gain an insight into the defects in graphene, three microscopic models in different defect density ranges (the red zone presents the structurally disordered area, and the yellow zone presents the electronically activated area) were established ( Fig. 12d-f ). In the case of the low defect density (Fig. 12d) , the carbon defects exist independently and sparsely. With the increase of the defect density, the activated areas of the defects appear to overlap, leading to an enhancement of the density of states at the overlapping defects ( Fig. 12e and f) . However, it is also remarkable that the electron-transport capability (conductivity) in defective graphene with the high defect density drops with the significant loss of the perfect sp 2 lattice. 106 The quantitative correlations between the defect density (mean distance between defects) and electrochemical activities are presented in Fig. 12g and h, which demonstrate that a moderate defect density range is optimal for electrochemical performance. Based on above review of the correlations between the electronic structures and electrocatalysis in defective carbons, it can be concluded that two main factors (defect types and defect density) are crucial to the specific electrochemical activities (ORR, OER and HER) in carbon-based electrocatalysts.
Conclusive remarks and prospects
Carbon-based materials feature unique advantages for designated catalysis due to their various merits. However, to date, the electrochemical activities of these electrocatalysts have usually been attributed to different active dopants (e.g. N, B, P or S), whereas the contribution of intrinsic/induced carbon defects has often been neglected. Recently, studies on defects-promoted electrochemical reactions has been a hot topic, and is now gaining increasing research attention. In particular, a series of recently reported defective carbon-based materials showcase excellent electrochemical activities in ORR, OER and HER. More importantly, a defect catalysis mechanism originating from both defect types and defect density is introduced in this review, which may provide guidance to the proof-of-concept atomic designs of highly active electrocatalysts for diverse applications in energy conversion and storage.
Although great advances have been made in the design of defective carbon-based materials as newly efficient and robust electrocatalysts by combining the currently available computational and experimental methods, there are still several critical challenges that are not addressed yet: (1) it is difficult to precisely control the defect types in carbons by current thermal treatments or direct radiation methods, leading to low selectivity to specific electrochemical reactions; (2) correlation analysis between the defect density and electrocatalytic activity is still lacking in the present development stage of defective carbon-based catalysts for ORR, OER or HER; (3) despite defective carbons exhibiting significant enhancement in ORR (e.g. D-AC comparable to Pt/C) and OER (e.g. DG comparable to Ir/C) in alkaline conditions, their electrochemical performance still need further improvement due to their inferiority to the Pt-based benchmark catalyst in more broad applications, such as ORR in acidic conditions.
In conclusion, the future directions of catalyst development for defect chemistry in electrocatalysis should be focused on the following aspects: (1) new synthetic strategies must be developed to experimentally precisely control the defect type for only enhancing one specific electrochemical reaction without side effects, which means it is difficult but important to identify the real active sites of defects (e.g. N-removal from specific types of N dopants); (2) quantitatively optimising the electrocatalytic activity by balancing the defect density to induce an increase in the density of states (DOS) and a decrease in the conductivity in defective carbons; (3) utilization of defect sites in defective carbons for efficiently and largely anchoring metallic dopants at the atomic level, which could open a new venue towards single-atom catalysis (a new research frontier in heterogeneous catalysis); and (4) cost-effective large-scale production of tailor-made defective carbon-based catalysts is necessary for industrial applications. Prospectively, there is no doubt that continued research and development in this exciting field should result in improved fuel economy and decreased harmful emissions.
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